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Dear Student,

I am pleased to inform you that the measures and information materials in connection with
the extraordinary online education at the University of Szeged have been collected on the
SZTE website by my colleagues in order to help the work of both students and lecturers during
this period. By constantly sharing up-to-date information, our goal is to make online education
as smooth as possible for you.
In the Coursera for SZTE program, you can enrol for classes of the best instructors in the world,
and as a result of the cooperation between Coursera and SZTE, you can obtain a certificate
of completion of the courses free of charge. In the present document, I recommend the most
popular courses to you. Choose according to your interests. Take the opportunity and study
in international courses.
I wish you much success with your studies.

Issued on 24 April, 2020, in Szeged
Sgd. Prof. Dr. Klára Gellén
Vice-Rector of Education
Chair of Operative Committee on Distance Education
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1. Online Education Website
Compass for Online Education

SZTE’s Online Education website has been completed, where the current official information
materials can be found in one place. The site offers additional help by providing useful content,
whether it comes to life skills or expanding library services online.
Please study the information materials on the website prepared by the Operative Committee on
Distance Education and the information provided by the organizational units of SZTE. If you have any
questions or comments about online education or examination, let us know at the e-mail address
onlineoktatas@rekt.u-szeged.hu.

In addition to the website, we provide official information about online education to our students
through the following channels. You may also want to visit these:

•
•
•
•

Student Information Scene – CooSpace
Homepage of CooSpace
Homepage of Neptun
Neptun messages

It is important that you keep up-to-date with the information posted on these platforms during
the period of extraordinary online education.
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2. CooSpace and Neptun settings
ideas so that you don’t miss anything

The video below can help you with the essential settings of CooSpace.
It also contains, among other things, the setting possibilities of the system
messages. Receiving event notifications will help you to get information
in email about the changes in the scenes.
Neptun also enables you to send event notifications in email. When you log into Neptun, you have
to choose Settings in the Messages window on the left hand side. If you click on Automatic notifications in the middle of the page, the list of results will appear where you can set the sending and
receiving of emails by ticking the appropriate boxes at the end of the rows.

3. Online classes in the scenes of CooSpace
tool on the platform

Within the framework of a recently completed CooSpace development, it is now possible to hold
an online class in CooSpace, so please pay frequent visits to the CooSpace scenes of the courses
you have taken this semester. The online class can be seen in the scene under Attendance in
case the instructor offers it. You can join the online class by clicking on it.
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4. Coursera for SZTE

stars for university citizens in Szeged as well

Thanks to Coursera for SZTE, all citizens of the University of Szeged can enrol for the biggest
education platform of the world, where you can choose from the courses of 190 universities
and companies. According to the cooperation agreement between Coursera and the University
of Szeged, you can obtain a certificate of course completion free of charge.
The most popular Coursera courses are:

• The largest course of Coursera, with 2 million students, which is available in Hungarian as well,
•
•
•
•

translated by the University of Szeged: Learning how to learn
One of Coursera’s founders and an instructor at Stanford University is, Andrew Ng. His popular course is Machine Learning.
A Nobel Prize winner economist and author of several bestsellers is, Robert Schiller
His course is : Financial Markets
Laurie Santos, is an American psychologist who does happiness research and teaches at Yale
University. Her course is The Science of Well-Being
Helen Ward and Neil Ferguson, are professors at Imperial College London. Their topical course
is Science Matters: Let’s Talk About COVID-19

We recommend to you the column Learn by doing with guided projects!, which can be reached from
the home page of Coursera. In this column, studies can be conducted, among other topics, in the field
of data visualization with the help of remote desktop access and artificial intelligence.
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5. SZTE facebook page chatbot
Bercibot

A chatbot is also helping to inform students at the University of Szeged. BerciBot provides information
for students in Hungarian and in English about the extraordinary education, about degree completion,
and the information about student hostel placement.
Since 18 March, a university chatbot has been providing information for students about the
extraordinary education that was introduced because of the national state of emergency.
The service sends short messages, among other things, about the following issues: when the
semester will end, what the official scene of distance education is, what happens to practice
courses and thesis defences, and who can stay in university student hostels. Berci-bot can be
accessed on the official Facebook page of the University of Szeged.
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